Frequently asked questions Exerglobal

ABOUT EXERGLOBAL
Q: Which are Exerglobal main areas?
A: Investments, Game Development, Cannabis, Educations, Crypto Currency & Mining.

Q: Where do I find information about Exerglobal, areas and products?
A: On www.exerglobal.com Sign up (or log in if you already have an account) and browse.
For a presentation of the products enter the heading ‘downloads’ and choose the presentation material
you want to see. If you wish to have a look at our investment opportunities, choose ‘investments’ in the
menu bar for more information.

Q: What is the fee to register?
A: Registration is free, if you sign up you will become a ‘Basic Member’ an upgrade to Diamond cost a
onetime investment of 99€.

Q: What privileges do I have as a Basic Member?
A: Basic member enjoys the same benefits as a Diamond member for 7 levels of downlines in his/her
network, Basic members can also participate in our events, but you must upgrade to a Diamond Member (a
onetime investment of 99€) to get access to commission withdrawals.

Q: What is a Diamond Member?
A: It is a Basic Member that has upgraded with the intention to gain an income on his/her activity as well as
the activity of his/her network.

Q: What is a ‘Free Customer’?
A: People that register as a member without contact with an existing member, through sign-up on the
homepage. Free customers are distributed on Diamond members, fairly and evenly. Commission is paid out
for Free Customers, exactly as for another person in the network.

Q: What does networking mean?
A: An example of networking is exchanging contact information with people who have interests in similar
areas.
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Q: Can I get help to present Exerglobal?
A: Yes. In some geographic areas there are live presentations. In others, there are webinars set up. Also
browse on the website www.exerglobal.com and read relevant presentation material on the website,
under ‘downloads’ or watch our videos that provides an overview.
A: We also have a buddy system, information is located in your Backoffice on www.exerglobal.com when
you login. Contact us on support@exerglobal.com if you need guidance.

COMMISSION PAYOUT
Q: How can I earn an income with Exerglobal?
A: Visit the detailed compensation plan on www.exerglobal.com homepage under Membership or find an
overview in the Exerglobal presentation found under ‘downloads’ on the homepage.

Q: If I perform activities and is eligible for commissions, how are those paid out?
A: All commissions are paid out to eXer wallet.

Q: What is eXer wallet?
A: From your eXer wallet you can buy and invest in eXer products, deposit money and make withdrawals to
your Crypto coin address. The minimum amount for all activities in the shop is € 100 and transactions is
minimum € 250.

Q: How do I register my preferred crypto address to be able to receive withdrawals?
A: Enter your e-wallet and copy your crypto address, enter www.exerglobal.com click on the heading
‘Crypto Accounts’ and paste the address. Now you are all set!

Q: Am I obliged to pay taxes for my possession of crypto coins?
A: Rules might be different from country to country, but in general terms you don’t report and pay taxes
until your crypto coins is sold. it is the responsibility of each person to report their income and relevant
taxes to the relevant authority according to relevant rules and legislation in the country in which that
person is a citizen.

E-WALLETS
Q: What is an E-wallet?
A: An E-wallet is an electronic wallet that can be used for different things i.e. follow a digital coin
development (currency exchange rates), transfer, purchase and sell digital coins (like for example Viridi
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Coin and LTC). Depending on the digital currency some individuals and companies accept the currency as a
payment method.

Q: Is it easy to set up and use an E-wallet?
A: It exists many different E-wallets, but they all work in similar ways. When you have chosen the one or
the ones you want to use it is simple to register your personal information, validate your identity, set up
payment methods etc. and after that get started. It can be done via a smart phone a tablet or on a
computer.

Q: Why do I have to verify my identity when setting up an E-wallet?
A: Since an E-wallet is a type of a digital bank account, which you will use to receive, buy, sell and withdraw
funds from, it is important that the holder of the E-wallet can confirm that ‘you are you’. An E-wallet
should, just as a normal wallet, a credit card, a bank account, be treated as a value document to prevent
transactions are made by non-authorized persons. To ensure security of your funds, several security
measures are taken to protect your funds and the identify validation is one of them.

Q: Can I get help to set up a e-wallet?
A: Yes, visit the webpage www.exerglobal.com click on ‘downloads’ and you will find instructions to help
you set it up.

INVESTMENTS
Q: What investments can I make with Exerglobal?
A: Exerglobal main areas are Game Development, Cannabis products, Stack invest , Educations, Mining and
Crypto Currency.
Sign up (or log in if you already have an account) and browse www.exerglobal.com If you wish to have a
look at our investment opportunities, choose ‘investments’ in the menu bar for more information. For a
presentation of the products enter the heading ‘downloads’ and choose the presentation material you
want to see.

CRYPTO
Q: What is Viridi Coin?
A: Viridi Coins, is a proof of stake coin with value in Cannabis cultivated and sold in Switzerland.
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Q: How can I make an income on Viridi coins?
A: Visit www.viridicoin.net click on ‘downloads’ and you will find Our White Paper, In this you can read all
about Viridi Coin.

Q: Can I sell my Viridi coins?
A: Yes, the coin is public on exchange sites.

Q: Where can I buy the Viridi coins and read more about it?
A: www.viridicoin.net
A: www.viridiforex.com

Q: What can Viridi coin be used for in Exerglobal?
A: www.exerglobal.com Sign up (or log in if you already have an account) go to your Backoffice and click
your ‘Exer wallet’ and you will be presented for various products that can be purchased with Viridi coin.
Check out CBD Stackinvest if you are looking for a great investment opportunity.

Q: What is CBD Stackinvest?
A: That is our web shop/marketing/affiliate/production solution for CBD oil sale in whole Europe you get
3% return of investment every month.

Q: Where can I read more about CBD Stackinvest?
A: www.exerstackinvest.com

Q: What Is X Pension Coin Token (XPC)?
A: The XPC is a proof of stake token, which means it has a real value behind it is available in 3 Formats:
1) LITE (XPCŁ) Play our exclusive games, win money, earn passive income, at a reduced price.
2) PREMIUM (XPCⱣ) X Pension Coin Premium Earn more money per coin
3) INVEST (XPCƗ) The Invest token is frozen for 12 months and can then be sold back to the system the
token can be used for betting within the 12 months.
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Q: How can I make an income on X Pension Coin Token?
A: The XPC yields returns from trading, eXer games and forex trading this has no upper limit. Dividends are
made after each completed business. 20% of the proceeds from the trade are paid to the owners of the
XPC.
Q: Where can I read more about X Pension Coin Token?
A: www.exerglobal.com Sign up (or log in if you already have an account) choose ‘investments’ in the menu
bar for more information. For a presentation of the products enter the heading ‘downloads’ in your
Backoffice and choose the ‘eXer presentation’.

Q: What games can (XPC) Be used for?
A: YOUNIQ – Completely unique and proprietary games, play against other players
www.youniq.exerglobal.com

APP GAMES
Q: What App games have been developed by Exerglobal and can be invested in?
A: Mega Hop, Download it on Google Play Soon to come App Store.
A: NEO Defense, Download it on Google Play Soon to come App Store.

Q: How do I get paid from the Games?
A Micropayments, the Money comes from Google Ads and iOS.

Q: How do I get started promoting Exerglobal games?
A: www.exerglobal.com Sign up (or log in if you already have an account) scroll down to the bottom of
your Backoffice and find your referral URLs ready to copy.

Q: Where can I read more about Exerglobal games?
A: For a presentation of the products enter the heading ‘downloads’ in your Backoffice and choose the
‘eXer presentation’.

MINING
Q: What is required to be part of the Exerglobal affiliates mining?
A: It is free to register and start mining, only register on our homepage www.exerglobal.com
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Q: What equipment is required to mine?
A: You need a PC desktop computer or laptop if it contains a GPU graphic card, a modern computer with
standard capacity is sufficient, with minimum windows 7. The better graphic card (for ex RX480) it has the
more efficient it will mine. Naturally you need an internet connection and finally the software provided by
Exerglobal.

Q: How many mining’s can be performed on one computer?
A: 1 per computer.

Q: What happens if the computer breaks down and thereby the mining is stopped?
A: Exerglobal support will help to move the program to another computer, contact us via Email:
support@exermining.com

Q: What happens with the mining if there is a power failure?
A: It is stopped and will be re-started when back online with power.

Q: How can I earn money mining?
A: Mine with your computer and you earn some each month. Mine with a network and earn
a lot more, since you get paid a percentage of mining in your network 7 levels down.

Q: How do I spread the mining to other people?
A: As a miner in Exerglobal you get a unique link that you can send to friends and acquaintances.
They, as you, only need to download the software and start mining.

Q: Is it difficult to mine?
A: No, you only start the mining, then the computer does the work.

Q: How do I get paid from the mining?
A: Payment is in Crypto Currency. Mining will be done in coin pools, selecting the best coin to mine at
any given time. As a user, you will not notice any difference since all commission is paid in Crypto Currency.
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CRYPTO SCHOOL EDUCATION
Q: What is the education about?
A: Learn about crypto/digital currency, currency market, mining, practical knowledge about account setup,
what is reliable vs a scam and a lot more.

Q: What type of education packages do you provide?
A: Online version, with exam and 1-year subscription to the crypto school education platform (99€) or
classroom one day training, including a book and a 1-year subscription to the crypto school education
platform (250€).

Q: Can I sell education packages and, in such case, earn any commission on it?
A: Yes, visit www.exerglobal.com and chose ‘membership’ in the menu and you can see the different
affiliate programs.

Q: Where can I read more about the crypto school education?
A: Enter the homepage www. exercryptoschool.com or the dropdown menu ‘services’ on
www.exerglobal.com
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